
 

 

Guidelines for Using Restrooms at SDC During Events  Held Outside 
 

To be made available to event coordinator and participants prior to events held outside at SDC 
 
 
Bathroom Cleaning 

• Prior to and following any event, restrooms will be cleaned by the event organizer/coor-
dinator.  All surfaces, including toilets, will be sprayed and wiped with disinfectant. 

 
General protocols 

• Whether inside or outside the building, all participants must be masked.  The event or-
ganizer should supply masks to anyone who arrives without a mask. 

• All participants should practice at least six (6) feet social distancing outside as well as in-
side.  Indoors, a greater distance—8 to 10 feet—is preferable. 

• Containers of hand sanitizer to be placed at the entrances and exits to the building. 
 

Bathroom Usage 

• A socially-distanced queue for the all gender restrooms will be established in the South 
Lobby and will extend out the through the open outside doors. 

• Restroom doors should be left open when not in use to signal their availability from a 
distance. 

• Close lid, then flush toilet. Leave toilet in the closed lid position. 

• Although we prefer not to use the old bathrooms, if use is necessary, establish a queue 
with a minimum of eight (8) feet between people in the break room area. 

• Only one person at a time in any of the restrooms.( Relevant only in restrooms with 
stalls.) 

 
 
Hand-washing 

• Use a paper towel to turn water on and off 

• Using soap, wash  hands thoroughly for at least 20 seconds. 

• Using a paper towel to turn water on and off, rinse hands thoroughly. 

• Use a clean paper towel to dry hands. 

• Use a dry paper towel to open and close the restroom door, then dispose of it outside of 
restroom (separate waste container to be provided). 


